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ARIES: There is much happening on the social
front and you are likely to become a
part of it! Property booked by you
is likely to come into your possession soon. Joining a group of health
conscious people will do a whale of a good for
you on the health front. You will be able to save
much on the monetary front by deliberately
adopting economical means. A senior’s overbearing nature may upset you at work.



LIBRA: Use a different approach to win over
someone avoiding you. You like
what you are presently into on the
professional front, but making it
a career choice can get you thinking. Whatever your decision, it will be in your
favour. Money given up as lost is likely to be
recovered, if not all, in part. An entertaining
evening is in store for some on the social front.
Adhering to someone’s advice on fitness is likely
to do you good.



TAURUS: You must heed someone’s warning on
the health front, as you can land up
in complications. This is a good time
to review your career goals. You will
need to decide to continue in a field
that you have chosen on the professional front.
Some of you may have to juggle between home
and office. Your own social life can take precedence over a family gathering, but use tact to
make excuses. Commuting is likely to become
easy.



SCORPIO: If you want to keep someone on
your right side, be soft with him or
her. You will be able to impress all
on the professional front by your
knowledge and exuberance. Something that is available on the house will help you
save money. You will be able to keep yourself in
fine fettle on the health front by adopting an active lifestyle. Participating in a social event may
become your top priority right now.

GEMINI: There is little chance of someone letting up on doing you favours, so enjoy while they last! Problems on the
professional front may keep you engaged, but you will be able to resolve
them. A windfall is indicated for some. You are
likely to embark on a health trip by eating right
and infusing more activity in your lifestyle.
Finding time for social interaction may prove
difficult, but you will manage somehow. Sparks
fly on the romantic front!

SAGITTARIUS: You may have to spend your
savings on something inescapable.
Slowly and steadily, you will manage
to establish yourself not only in a
new working environment, but also
in the hearts of those around! Your soft nature
and helpful attitude is likely to make you much
sought after on the social front. Mutual attraction is likely to draw you closer to someone on
the romantic front, so expect an exciting phase
to begin! Health remains satisfactory.

CANCER : Someone is likely to give you a VIP
treatment. You are likely to remain in
control of things on the professional
front. Achieving success in a competitive situation on the academic
front is foretold. Much enjoyment is foreseen in
a family outing and it will help you unwind too.
If you are in love, chances of making an exciting
plan together is possible. Some of you may get a
chance to buy a vehicle of your dreams.

CAPRICORN: You will need to endure the
difficulties that come with a new
venture that you have undertaken.
Something awaited by you on the
professional front may take some
more time to materialise. You will need to remain a bit tight-fisted on the financial front.
Remaining regular in medication for an ailment
will be the key to getting rid of it quickly. Something expected of you on the social front may
seem an uphill task, but you manage it well.





LEO: One of the best ways to improve your
lot is to listen to others, rather than
becoming bull-headed. You can expect to spend the week in exciting
company on the social front. Falling
for someone, who is showering his or her undivided attention on you, cannot be ruled out.
Planning a vacation with family or friends is a
foregone conclusion, so expect a scintillating
time! Acquiring property is indicated. You may
buy a major item.



VIRGO: TSomeone may keep you guessing and
test your patience. You will manage
to adequately impress people around
in a new set up on the professional
front. Work content is likely to become less demanding and keep you mentally
free from stress. Healthy habits will help keep
health problems at bay. You can waste money
on something that is way down on your priority
list. Long working hours may make some miss
out on interesting happenings on the social
front.



By Aziz Inan





merican politician and attorney Kamala Devi Harris who has served as
a United States senator is the running
mate of the Democratic Party’s presidential
nominee, former vice president Joe Biden, in
the 2020 US election.
Harris is the first African
American, the first Asian
American, and the third female vice presidential running
mate on a major party ticket
“I am who I am’: Harris,
daughter of Indian and
Jamaican immigrants, defines
herself simply as “American.”
Harris was born on October
20, 1964 in Oakland, California
and she turned 56 this month
on October 20. I prepared the
following birthday curiosities
for her to recognize her hard
work for equality and social justice:
1. If Harris’s 56th birthday, 10/20/2020, is
split as 10, 20, 20, and 20, then 5x6=10+20,
20=1+9+6+4, and if numbers 1 through 26
are assigned to letters A through Z, the
sum of the letter numbers of Devi equals
40=20+20.
2. The letter numbers of Kamala Harris add
up to 112 and 112 is twice 56, Harris’s new
age.
3. Furthermore, ten times 112 yields 1120,
Biden’s birthdate, 11/20. (Biden was born
on 11/20/1942.)
4. The sum of the letter numbers of Harris
equals 73 and coincidentally, there are 73
days from Harris’s birthdate until the end
of each year.
5. Additionally, 73 equals the sum of the letter numbers of Joseph.
6. Also, 30 (see item # 1) coincides with the
sum of the letter numbers of Joe.



AQUARIUS : You will remain in total control in
an important event that is drawing
near. Performance at work remains
most satisfying. A new responsibility on the professional front is likely
to come with more power and perks. Family is
likely to support your ideas and encourage you
to spread your wings. Your romantic life simply
rocks, so make the most of it! You remain fit and
energetic by sticking to a healthy diet and shunning junk food.



PISCES: Someone is likely to take special care
of your needs and win you over. A
pat on the back can be expected for
those new on the job. Something
that you were yearning for on the
academic front may finally be yours. Socially,
you are likely to be much sought after. Cupid
may smile on those looking for love. Making
plans for a trip with friends cannot be ruled out
for some and promises lots of fun.
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7. Moreover, the rightmost two digits of Harris’s birth year, namely 64, equals the sum
of the letter numbers of Joe Biden.
8. Twenty years ago, Harris’s 36th birthday
on 10/20/2000 was numerically special
since 2000 equals four times the sum of the
squares of 10 and 20.
9. Ten years ago, Harris’s 46th birthday,
10/20/2010, was special too because if split
as 1020 and 2010, 2010 interpreted as 20 October (20/10)
represented her birthdate.
10. Ten years later, Harris’s
66th birthday, 10/20/30, will be
special since 10+20=30.
11. Twenty years later, Harris’s
76th birthday, 10/20/2040,
will be special too because if
split as 1020 and 2040, 2040 is
twice 1020. Also, the rightmost
two digits of 2040, namely 40,
equals the sum of the letter
numbers of Devi.
12. Further, twice 76 equals 152 and 152 is the
sum of the letter numbers of Kamala Devi
Harris.
13. Harris’s 100th birthday on 10/20/2064 will
also be special since the sum of the 10th
and 20th prime numbers, namely 29 and
71, equals 100.
14. Lastly, 31 days after Harris’s 56th birthday, on 11/20, Biden will turn 78 and interestingly, 7x8=56, 5+6=11, the 11th prime
number is 31, 31=11+20, and ten times the
sum of the 11th and 20th prime numbers,
namely 31 and 71, yields 1020, Harris’s
birthdate (10/20).
Happy 56h birthday, Kamala Harris!
[1] Kamala Harris, Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kamala_Harris
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